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Entropy Gain and Information Loss by Measurements  
 
Xing M. Wang1 
Sherman Visual Lab, Sunnyvale, CA 94085, USA 
 
Abstract 
When the von Neumann entropy of a quantum system is increased by measurements, part of its 
information is lost. To faithfully reflect such a gain-loss relation, we propose the Information 
Retrievability (IR) and Information Loss (IL), which depend only on the density matrix of the 
system before and after measurements. We explain that, after a pure quantum state collapses to a 
maximal mixed state, it gets the maximal entropy together with the maximal info loss, and its 
discrete uniform distribution contains only classical info. Then we compute the entropy, IR and 
IL for systems of single-qubit, entangled qubits (like Bell, GHZ, W state) and the 2-qubit Werner 
(mixed) state with their dependence on various parameters. We notice that, since the data-
exchange between the two observers in Bell tests can recover certain critical quantum info, the 
related quantum entropy should be removable (a possible dilemma linked to quantum non-
locality). We show that, measuring the Bell, GHZ and the marginally entangled Werner state will 
produce the same minimal entropy gain, accompanied by equal minimal info loss. 
 
1. Introduction: a Brief Preview2 
 
In a quantum logic circuit (QLC), all gates represent unitary transformations (thus reversible). 
But if the state of any qubit (quantum bit) is measured (read-out) in the computational basis 
(CB), it collapses (Copenhagen Interpretation), giving only definite value (0 or 1); some of its 
original information gets lost, unless the initial state of the qubit keeps unchanged.  
Then, precisely, when and how much information of a system will be lost by measurements?  
In the beginning, we use online IBM QC to show the effect of measuring some single-qubit (1-q) 
states. We see that, if the initial state is not in CB state, we cannot recover it from the resulted 
probability mass function (PMF)3, since a relative phase factor is completely lost. 
To quantitatively describe such info loss, info retrievability (IR) and info loss (IL) are introduced 
with respect to the density matrix (DM Caltech) through quantum entropy (QE, or von Neumann 
entropy). By our definition, IR and IL depend only on the eigenvalues of the density matrix 
before and after measurements. For instance, when an m-qubit pure state collapses to a 
maximally mixed state (MMS), it has the maximal info loss and its maximal entropy converts 
from von Neumann’s quantum to Shannon’s m-bit classical (equivalent to tossing m-fair coins). 
Then the general 1-q pure state is investigated. Its entropy gain depends on the polar bias β ∊ [0, 
1], related to its polar angle θ in the Bloch sphere. At β = 1(θ = 0 or π), it has zero entropy and 
                                                 
1 xmwang@shermanlab.com 
2 Because all references used in this article are available online, unless it is a published paper or a 
preprint, the reference will only be marked as hyperlinks in the text (easy to follow).  
3 In our study, measurements are connected with probability distributions by Born rule, not with quasi-
probability distributions (like Wigner distribution or Husimi Q distribution). 
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no info loss. At β = 0 (θ = π/2, no bias), it has maximal entropy (ln 2) with maximal info loss (1 
− e−ln2 = 50%), and, as a 1-bit MMS (like tossing one fair coin), it contains no quantum info. 
Next, we investigate the info loss of Bell states in Bell tests (Simple Bell) with polarization bias 
β ∊ [0, 1], depending on the polarization angles θ between the two remote devices. At θ = 0 (β 
= 1), the state misses 50% of its info, while a 2-q separable pure state has no info loss. This 
indicates the unescapable 50% loss of the minimal entanglement information in Bell tests.  
At θ = π/2 or β = 0 (no bias), the Bell state collapses to a 2-bit MMS, with maximal entropy gain 
(ln 4) and maximal info loss (1 − e−ln4 = 75%), missing all mutual quantum information (MQI). 
Furthermore, at any angle θ, if there is no classical communications between Alice and Bob, 
entire MQI (including the bias info for β > 0) would be lost, although the lost info could be 
recovered. It is similar to the experiments of delayed choice, which require data exchanging 
between observers. Does recoverable info mean removable “virtual quantum entropy”? 
Afterwards, some typical systems of three (3q Entangle [1]) or more entangled qubits are 
addressed, such as the 3-q teleportation (QT Danube [2]), the m-q GHZ and W states. We 
explain why W states are more robust than the GHZ states by comparing their entanglement info 
loss after measuring one qubit. Finally, we explore the famous 2-q mixed Werner State [3].  We 
discover that the Bell, GHZ and certain marginally entangled Werner states have a common 
minimal entanglement entropy gain, together with the same minimal info loss. 
We end our article with a short summary and discussion. 
2. Information Loss by Measurements of Single Qubit in Quantum Computing 
Before going to a system of multi-qubits, let us start with measurements of a single qubit. Here 
and from now on, we will alternatively use the Computational Basis (CB) |0〉 and |1〉 (Wiki SR), 
the spin basis |↑z 〉 and |↓z 〉 for ˆzS of spin ½ particles, and the polarization basis |H〉 and |V〉 of 
photons (Quantum Tomography [3]) as our standard basis: 
|0〉=
1
0
 
 
 
 (same as |↑z 〉 or |H〉), |1〉= 
0
1
 
 
 
(same as |↓z 〉 or |V〉)  (2.1) 
The two CB states form a complete set of orthonormal vectors in the Hilbert space H 2: 
2
1
ˆ | | | 0 0 | |1 1|, |CBI     

    

              (2.2) 
First, let us assume that the initial state of the qubit is in a pure CB state: 
| z   = |0〉 = |↑z〉         (an eigenstate of ˆzS or Pauli matrix σz)   (2.3) 
Using (2.2) and PBN4 we can find the probability mass function (PMF) from Eq. (2.3) as:   
        
2
,
1
ˆ1 | | | | 0 0 | | |1 1| ( | )z z z CB z z z z z z CBI P 



                       (2.4) 
                                                 
4 To simplify our discussion, we will use the Probability Bracket Notation (PBN) for discrete random 
variables, see Appendix A or arXiv PBN [4]. 
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        2, , , ,( | ) | | | , (0 | ) 1, (1| ) 0, {0,1}z CB z z CB z CB z CBP P P                  (2.5) 
This means: if we measure state (2.3) in CB, we will always (100%) get the same output 0, 
corresponding to state |0〉. Using (A.14), we can write its PMF-induced quantum state as: 
| | 0ie                 (2.6) 
Because the phase factor in (2.6) can be ignored by normalization, the induced quantum state is 
identical to the original state, no information is lost. The results of measurements can be 
observed using a real quantum processor (IBM QC).  The simple quantum logic circuit (QLC) 
and the output histogram for Eq. (2.3) is shown in Fig 2.1, corresponding to PMF in Eq. (2.5).  
 
 
  Fig. 2.1: The quantum circuit and measurement results of Eq. (2.3) 
The output states of q[0] are not 100% in state |0〉, because a real quantum processor has various 
source of noise and fluctuations. But, in theory, there is no collapse of state and no info loss. 
Next, we assume that the qubit has the following initial state: 
| x   = (1/√2) (|0〉 − |1〉) ≜ |↓x〉 (an eigenstate of
ˆ
xS or Pauli matrix σx) (2.7) 
Using (A.5) we find its PMF is evenly distributed (no bias):   
       
2
,( | ) | | |x CB xP          ,  , , ,(0 | ) (1| ) 1/ 2, {0,1}x CB x CB x CBP P        (2.8) 
The following PMF-induced state will produce the same PMF as in (2.8):  
|   = (1/√2) (|0〉 − e
iφ|1〉)         (2.9) 
After measurements, however, the phase shift factor eiφ in (2.9), vital to quantum interference 
(also see MZ interference), is completely lost. 
  
  Fig. 2.2: The quantum circuit and measurement results of | Ψ −x〉 in Eq. (2.7) 
With IBM QC, the results of measurements for state in (2.7) and (2.9) can be obtained by using 
three gates: Hadamard (H), X and U3 (Wiki QLG). Note that X |0〉 = |1〉 and:   
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HX|0〉 =H|1〉 = (1/√2) (|0〉 −|1〉) ≜ |−〉 ≜ | Ψ −x〉, same as (2.7)   (2.10) 
U3 (0, 0, φ) H |1〉 = (1/√2) (|0〉 − eiφ|1〉) ≜ |Ψφ〉, same as (2.9)    (2.11) 
  
  Fig. 2.3: The quantum circuit and measurement results of |Ψφ〉 in Eq. (2.9) 
Fig.2.2 and 2.3 show that, measured in CB, the states given in Eq. (2.7) and (2.9) lead to 
similar histogram or PMF as in Eq. (2.8). In theory, each measurement gives a random output 
of just 0 or 1, with equal chance (no bias), and the information about the relative phase factor 
eiφ in Eq. (2.9) is completely gone. Besides, comparing Eq. (2.6) and (2.9), we can see that 
the probabilistic bias in a qubit state plays a very important role related to information loss. 
In short: according to the Copenhagen Interpretation, unless the initial state remains 
unchanged, a measurement in quantum processor causes state collapse. It is destructive, 
irreversible and non-unitary, and, “when there is an irreversible process, e.g. an irreversible 
operation or a decoherence process, in the erasure process, the information would be erased 
perpetually” (Q E&R [5]). 
Loss of info means more chaos or more entropy, leading us to our next section. 
 
3. Information Loss, von Neumann entropy and Density matrix 
 
How can we quantitatively represent the information loss by measurements? We already know 
that information loss is accompanied with the increase of chaos or entropy. For a quantum 
system, the quantum entropy (QE) or von Neumann entropy is given by: 
( ) Tr ( ln )S                            (3.1) 
Here  is the density matrix, defined in Hilbert space H N, having the following properties: 
    Tr ρ = 1 (unit trace),  
    ρ = ρ† (Hermitian),             (3.2) 
    φ| ρ |φ ≥ 0 ∀ |φ ∈ H N (positive definite)    
A density matrix ρ describes a pure state if and only if
2  , i.e. the state is idempotent; it 
describes a mixed state if
2  .  The purity of a state is defined by Trρ2: for pure state: Trρ2 = 
1, for mixed state: Trρ2 < 1. It can be shown that: 
           ( ) 0; ( ) 0 if only if describes a pure state.S S     
Let , {1,..., }k k N  , be the eigenvalues of for orthonormal eigenstate | k  , then: 
| | , | |, 1
N N
k k k k k k k
k k
                     (3.3) 
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In the orthonormal basis, the QE is given by: 
           
1 1
( ) Tr ( ln ) ln ln kk k k
k k
S
      
 
 
      
 
        (3.4) 
The maximally mixed state (MMS, mixed & pure) in N-d Hilbert space H N has a density matrix 
proportional to the N-d identity and has the maximal entropy: 
             max max
1 ˆ , ( ) lnNI S N
N
           (3.5) 
Our initial state |−x  in Eq. (2.7) is a pure state, therefore its QE is zero: 
2| | , , ( ) 0in x x in in inS                  (3.6) 
The explicit expression of in can be also found by using (2.1):  
  
1 11 1
| | | 0 |1 0 | 1|
1 12 2
in x x  
 
            
 
     (3.7) 
Its eigenvalues and corresponding normalized eigenvectors are: 
1 1 2 2
1 11 1
1, | | , 0, | |
1 12 2
x x   
   
                 
     (3.8) 
Therefore
2
1
( ) Tr ( log ) ln 0in in in k k
k
S     

     , as expected for a pure state (note that we 
have used
0
lim ln 0
x
x x

 ). Now let us calculate the density matrix and its entropy after 
measurements in CB. From the PMF obtained in Eq. (2.8), we have: 
            
2
, , ,
1
1/ 2 01 1
| | | 0 0 | |1 1|,
0 1/ 22 2
f CB f CB  

    

 
            
 
   
            
2 2
, , ,
1 1
1 1
( ) Tr ( ln ) ln ln ln 2
2 2
f CB f CB f CBS  
 
    
 
             (3.9) 
Since this is a 2-d Hilbert space, according to Eq. (3.5), state ρf,CB represents a MMS. 
The entropy of a given density matrix, defined by (3.4), can be also thought as the average 
chaos of each eigenvalue of (given by ln k ): 
1
( ) Tr ( ln ) ( ln ) ln lnk k
k
S       

            (3.10) 
The increase of the entropy means the increase of chaos, or the decrease of the order, or the loss 
of our knowledge. Then how do we use it to numerically describe the information loss?  
Recall that ( ) 0S   , and the greater S means the greater info loss. On the other hand, only a pure 
state has zero entropy, S = 0. Hence a pure state has the maximally available information, or the 
full knowledge allowing us to retrieve by quantum mechanics. If we denote IR, the information 
retrievability of a state with entropy S by iR(S), then we should expect iR (0) = 1 and increasing 
S leading to decreasing iR(S). Similar to any decay process, it is naturally to define the relative 
change of iR(S) as: 
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( )
(ln )
iR
S iR S
iR

                                             (3.11) 
           ( ) , (0) 1 
SiR S e iR           (3.12) 
Let iR (Si) be the IR of the initial density matrix ρi, iR (Sf ) be the IR of the final ρf , then the ratio 
of the two IR can be written as a two-argument function, called the comparative IR: 
            ,
,
( )
( , ) ( )
( )
f
in f f i
in
S
S S Sf
f i f iS
i
iR S e
iR S S e e iR S
iR S e

 

           (3.13) 
The info not available after measurements is lost, so information loss (IL) is defined by: 
            ,( , ) 1 ( , ) 1 ( )f i f i f iiL S S iR S S iR S            (3.14) 
In most cases of our study, the initial state is a pure state with zero entropy, therefore: 
           ( )
1(3.4)
( ) ( ,0) k
NS
kk
iR S iR S e
 

   , 1( ) 1 ( ) 1
k
N
kk
iL S iR S


      (3.15) 
For our example of ,f CB , Eq. (3.9), we have: 
             
2 1/2 ln 2
, 1
( ,0) ( ) 1/ 2 CB
S
f CB CB j
iR S iR S e e
 

    = ½, ( ) 1 ( )CB CBiL S iR S  = ½.  
That is, we lost half the initially available information after measurements in CB.  
If the base of logarithm is 2, as commonly used for Shannon Entropy, we have: 
            2 2 21( ) Tr ( log ) log ( )
k
N
kk
S
    

  ,  2
( )
2 1
( ) 2 k
NS
kk
qR S
 

     (3.16) 
which is the same as in Eq. (3.15). Hence, by our definition, the retrievable (or lost) information 
depends only on the eigenvalues of density matrix (initial and final).  
The Hilbert space of m-qubit system has dimension N = 2m. The density matrix of an m-qubit 
MMS in Eq. (3.5) can be rewritten as: 
           
2 2
2 ,max 2 2
1 1
ˆ2 | 2 |, | , | |
m m
m m m
m m
k k i k i k k k
k k
I I        
 
              (3.17) 
It is in one-to-one correspondence with the following uniform PMF (see App. A): 
          
2 ,max
2
2
1
( | ) 2 , ( | ) , | ) ( |
m
m
m
m
k k i k i k k
k
P P P I     


                     (3.18) 
Following Eq. (A.14), the PMF-induced m-q state can be written as: 
           
2
1
| 2 |
m
kim
kk
e

 


                         (3.19) 
An m-q MMS has maximal entropy, minimal retrievability and maximal info loss as follows: 
        22 ,max log 2 ,m
mS m    
22
2 ,max 2 ,max1
( ) 2 2 2 , ( ) 1 2
mm
m m
m m m m
k
iR S iL S

   

       (3.20) 
After measurements, all 2m −1 relative phase factors in (3.19) are completely lost. The PMF 
describes a discrete uniform distribution (DUD) of N = 2m equal-chance outcomes (no bias), with 
the following base-2 classical Shannon Entropy: 
             
2 2
2 2 21 1
( ) ( ) log ( ) 2 log 2
m m
m m
i ii i
H X p x p x m 
 
           (3.21) 
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If you toss m fair coins for infinity many times, you will get the same uniform PMF, producing 
m-bit (or m-shannon) classical information content for each toss. Therefore, when an m-q state 
collapses to a MMS by measurements, its entropy converts from von Neumann’s for quantum 
system to Shannon’s for m-bit classical system. All quantum info is lost. 
 
4. Information Loss, Polar Bias and Realized Density Matrix of 1-q State 
The actual information loss or entropy gain is determined by the realized density matrix, which 
depends on the initial state and the choice of measurement basis. 
Assuming that the initial state is Eq. (2.7) and we choose to measure the value of x , then we 
obtain the following PMF from (2.7) and (A.7) (with ˆ | | | |x x x x xI       ): 
       
2
, ,( | ) | | | , ( | ) 0, ( | ) 1, { , }x x x x x x x x x x xP P P                   (4.1) 
Repeating executions, we will always get outcome 1x   . The resulted density matrix has zero 
entropy: 
2
, , ,
1
1 0
| | | |
0 0
x x x x x  

   

 
       
 
   
S (ρf) = Tr ( log )f f  = 0 = S (ρi)         (4.2) 
Hence, if the initial state is a measurement basis vector, information has no loss:  
           
, ,( ,0) (0,0) (0) 1,  ( ,0)f x f xiR S iR iR iL S   = 0     (4.3) 
Now let us produce a general qubit state by rotating |0〉 using U3 (IBM QC) with Euler polar 
angle θ and azimuthal angle φ in the Bloch sphere, as shown in Fig. (4.1a): 
           |q〉 = U3 (θ, φ, 0) |0〉 = cos | 0 sin |1
2 2
ie 
    
     
   
     (4.4) 
Again we measure it in CB (basis of z ), recording whether the qubit is in 0 or 1. After repeating 
many many times, we will approach the following realized density matrix from Eq. (4.4): 
            | 0 (1 ) 0 | |1 1|x x x        ,   x ≜ 
2sin
2
 
 
 
       (4.5) 
The corresponding QE, IR and IL are given by Eq. (3.4) and (3.15):  
           ( ) Tr ( ln ) (1 ) ln(1 ) lnx x xS x x x x                   (4.6)    
           
(1 )( ( ) (1 )x xxiR S x x
  , (1 )( ( ) 1 (1 )x xxiL S x x
          (4.7) 
To better describe their dependence on the polar angle θ, we introduce the quantum polar bias 
β (an indicator of probability bias due to the polar angle θ in the initial state: 
           β(θ) ≜ [cos2(θ/2) – sin2 (θ/2)]2 = cos2 (θ) = cos2(2sin–1√x) ∊ [0,1]   (4.8) 
As shown in Fig (4.1b), at θ = 0 (|q〉 = |0〉), or θ = π (|q〉 =|1〉), it has highest bias (β =1), zero 
entropy and zero info loss. At θ = π/2, the state is |q〉 = (1/√2) (|0〉+eiφ|1〉, as in Eq. (2.9), it has 
zero bias (β =0), maximal entropy ln2 and maximal info loss e-ln2 = 1/2. Meanwhile, any effect 
of azimuthal angle φ, related to quantum interference, is erased by measurements. 
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a). Eq. (4.4) , the most general qubit state 
and the Bloch sphere. 
b).  Eq. (4.6-7), S, iR , iL and β (red, blue, 
black, orange), against x = sin2 (θ/2) 
Fig.4.1: The general 1-q state and its QE, IR, IL and β (Desmos4.1)5 
In table 4.1, we list three characteristic bias cases (from the maximum to minimum).  
Polar angle θ 0, π π/3 π/2 
Polar bias (orange): β (θ) 1 1/4 = 0.25 0 
Entropy (red): S(θ) 0 0.5623 ln 2 = 0.6931 
Retrievable info (blue): iR(θ) 1 0.5699 ½ = 0.5 
Lost info (black): iL(θ) 0 0.4301 ½ = 0.5 
Table 4.1: The dependence of QI, IR, IL and fairness β on θ 
At θ = π/2 (no bias), the state has maximal entropy 2 max( )S  , and, from (4.5), it is a MMS with 
a PMF of discrete uniform distribution (DUD), described in Eq. (3. 18-21) with m = 1: 
               
max max max
(0 | ) (1| ) 1/ 2, {0,1}P P                         (4.9) 
Such a PMF and its 1-bit classical entropy or information content is identical to that of tossing 
one fair coin, with zero polar bias and without any quantum information. 
 
5. Bell States, Entanglement Entropy and Mutual Correlation Entropy  
Bell states are used in Bell test to verify Bell inequalities (for a simplest form, see Appendix C). 
There are two entangled photons involved and we need two observers (Alice and Bob), who 
might be located a light year away from each other.  
The device setup is described in Fig.2. The photos move in the x-direction, left to Alice (a) and 
right to Bob (b). The two electro-optic modulators (EOM) can be rotated in the x-z plane (with 
angle {θ, 0, −θ} respectively, perpendicular to the paper) to change the polarization direction of 
                                                 
5 We use online graphic calculator of Desmos.com to draw and store the curves of entropy, information 
retrievability and loss for quantum different systems. 
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the photons. Then a polarizing beam splitter (PBS or Polarizer) at each side splits the photon, 
which will either go to vertical detector (Red light) or horizontal detector (Green light).   
 
 
Fig.5.1: The simplified version of Bell test (setup) (Bell Simplest [6]) 
When the EOM is at position 2, it is in the z-direction (up-down), the R/G detected signals are 
denoted by V (in the z-direction) and H (in the y-direction). At position 1 (3), the EOM has an 
angle of θ (−θ) with z-axis, and the detected signals are denoted by (V՛, H՛) and (V՛՛, H՛՛) 
respectively. The relative polarization angles between the EOM settings are denoted by θa,b, ∊ 
{0, θ, 2θ}. The directions of the two EOM are independently chosen in random.  
At position 2, the polarization is in the z-direction, the four computational basis (CB) are:  
 | | , | , | , |A BH H H H V V H V V H             (5.1)  
There are four Bell states, orthogonal each to other:    
1
| (| | )
2
H H V V              (5.2)  
1
| (| | )
2
H V V H              (5.3) 
Because they are all pure states, they have zero joint quantum entropy: 
( ) (| | ) (| | ) 0ABS S S
                (5.4) 
Bell states are maximally entangled, since their reduced density matrix of each 2D subsystem (A 
or B) has the maximum entropy (S () = ln N = ln 2): 
  
1
| | | | | | | | | |
2
AB A B A B A B A BH H V V H H V V
                 
  
{ , }
1
Tr | | | | | | | | | |
2
A B AB B A B A B A B A B B
x H V
x H H V V H H V V x 

                
 
1 01 1
Tr | |)(| |
0 12 2
A B A A A AH H V V 
 
        
 
     (5.5)  
2
1
1 1
( ) Tr ( ln ) ln ln 2
2 2
A A AS

  

       ≜ EEA     (5.6) 
 Similarly: 
2
1
1 1
( ) Tr ( ln ) ln ln 2
2 2
B B BS

  

     ≜ EEB    (5.7) 
Here EE stands for Entanglement Entropy. The total entropy in the direct product of the density 
matrices is given by (see App B): 
( ) ( ) ( ) 2ln 2 ln 4A B A B A BS S S S               (5.8) 
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It contains the same information as ρA and ρB contain together: ρAB describes a statistical 
ensemble for which the variables of subsystem A are completely uncorrelated with the variables 
of subsystem B (see mixed state). Assuming the initial state is the Bell state ρAB, and the final 
state is ρAB, we have the following change of entropy:  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( : )A B AB A B ABS S S S S I A B         ≜ MQEA:B   (5.9) 
Here I (A: B) is commonly called the quantum mutual information, but we will rename it the 
mutual quantum entropy (MQE)6. From Eq. (3.13), the comparative retrievability now reads: 
( ) ( ) ( : )( , ) ( ( : ))
A BAB
S S I A B
A B ABiR S S e e iR I A B
    
   ≜ iR(MQEA:B)  (5.10) 
For Bell states, ( )ABS  = 0, we have  
MQEBell = A BS   = ln4,  
ln4( )BelliR MQE e
 =1/4 = 25%    (5.11) 
The Hilbert space has dimension NAB = 4, so MQEBell is maximal, representing a MMS with m = 
2, indicating the total loss of mutual quantum information (MQI) due to the gain of MQEBell: 
  MQIBell ≜ ( )BelliL MQE = 1 − ( )BelliR MQE  = ¾ = 75%    (5.12) 
The density matrix of the uncorrelated subsystems is easy to write by using Eq. (5.5-5.7): 
           
1 1
( ) (| | | ) (| | | |)
2 2
A BA B H H V V H H V V              
= ¼ (| | | | | | | |)HH VV HV HV VH VH VV VV          (5.13) 
Note that for Bell states, we have: 
MQEBell = EEA + EEB  = 2ln2 , MQIBell = 1 − iR(EEA) ∙ iR(EEB) = 3/4  (5.14) 
In contrast, when the initial state is a 2-q separable pure state, information may not be lost by 
measurements. For example, if the initial state is |HH, and if both Alice and Bob takes position 
(2, 2) = (0, 0), then the state is unchanged by measurements in CB and there is no info loss: 
2( | ) | | | 1, ( | ) ( | ) ( | ) 0HH HH HH HHP HH HH HH P HV P HV P VV               
, , , ,| |, ( ) ( ) 0HH i HH f HH i HH fHH HH S S           
( , ) 1, ( , ) 0i f
S S
f i f iqR S S e qL S S

           (5.15) 
 
6. Information Loss of a Bell State in Bell Test 
Now assume that Alice and Bob share a Bell state (it can be anyone of the 4 Bell states): 
1
| (| | )
2
H H V V                            (6.1)   
Let us investigate two specific measurement settings. 
                                                 
6 In our study, we prefer to call I(A:B) the mutual quantum entropy, because it is entropy by definition and its gain 
means the loss of related mutual information 
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Case 1. Position (a, b) = (2, 2) = (0, 0), θa,b = 0:  Both HWP are at position 2, no rotation. 
There 4 possible outcomes from Alice and Bob, as in Eq. (5.1). It is trivial to find their joint 
probability mass function: 
          
2 1( | ) | | | ( | ), ( | ) ( | ) 0
2
P HH HH P VV P HV P HV   

   
              (6.2) 
The density matrix corresponding to the PMF is: 
1 1
| | | |
2 2
zz H H H H V V V V                 (6.3)  
The entropy, retrievable and lost quantum info reads: 
 
2
1
1 1
( ) Tr ( ln ) ln ln 2
2 2
zz zz zzS

  

              (6.4) 
            ln2( ) 0.5,  ( ) 0.5zz zziR e iL 
            (6.5)  
Therefore, if both Alice and Bob measure {H, V} and combine their results by classical 
communication, the information loss is expected to be 50%. 
Now suppose that Alice fails to communicate with Bob, what Bob can do with his own 
observations? From the joint PMF (6.2), he can only find: 
        
{ , } { , }
1 1
( | ) ( , | ) , ( | ) ( , | )
2 2
A A
B A B B A B
H V H V
P H P H P V P V
 
       
 
           (6.6)  
To Bob, the state of his photon is in a MMS, similar to Eq. (5.7): 
            
1 1 1
| | | |, ( ) ln 2, ( )
2 2 2
B B B B B B BH H V V S iR                (6.7)  
He cannot tell if his photon has previously been entangled with another photon by just looking at 
his data.  Same is true for Alice. The total entropy, now increased by ln2, is equal to MQEBell, 
corresponding to information loss MQIBell, as given in Eq. (5.13): 
       S = ( ) ln 2zzS   = ln4 = MQEBell, 
2ln 2( )BelliR MQE e
 =1/4, ( )BelliL MQE = 3/4       (6.8) 
Hence, if there is no classical communication between Alice and Bob, the system has extra 
entropy gain and extra info loss (see more general discussion later in this section). 
Case 2. Position (a, b) = (1, 3) = (θ, −θ) or θa,b = 2θ:  The HWP at Alice’ site is rotated by θ 
(position 1), at Bob’s by −θ (position 3). The 4 possible outcomes from Alice and Bob are: H՛H՛՛, 
H՛V՛՛, V՛H՛՛ and V՛V՛՛. The rotated basis can be represented as (see the Bloch sphere in Fig. 4.1a): 
| cos | sin |
2 2
H H V
    
       
   
,  | sin | cos |
2 2
V H V
    
       
   
    (6.9)   
 | cos | sin |
2 2
H H V
    
       
   
  | sin | cos |
2 2
V H V
    
        
   
    (6.10)   
From Eq. (6.1), the PMF can be calculated easily: 
( ,P V V  ) =
2
( , | ) | |A BP V V V V


         
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  =
2
1
sin | cos | sin | cos |
2 2 2 22
H V H V
            
               
         
  
=
2
2 2 21 1sin cos cos
2 2 2 2
 

    
      
    
= ( , )P H H      (6.11) 
( , )P V H   =
2
( , | ) | |A BP V H V H


         
  =
2
1
sin | cos | cos | sin |
2 2 2 22
H V H V
            
              
         
  
= 
2
21 12sin cos sin
2 2 2 2
 

    
    
    
 = ( , )P H V       (6.12) 
Similarly, for position (a, b) = (1, 2) = (θ, 0) or θa,b = θ, one can find 
( , )P H H  = 
2
( , | ) | |A BP H H H H


       
= 
2
21 1| cos | sin | cos
2 2 2 2 2
BH H V
        
          
      
 = ( , )P V V     (6.13) 
And for position (a, b) = (2, 3) = (0, −θ) or θa,b = θ, one can find 
( , )P H V  =
2
( , | ) | |A BP H V H V


       
= 
2
21 1| sin | cos | sin
2 2 2 2 2
BH H V
        
           
      
 = ( , )P V H    (6.14) 
When θ = π/3, from Eq. (6.11-14), we have:   
3 1 1
( , ) , ( , ) , ( , )
8 8 8
P H H P H H P H V             (6.15) 
It violates the following Bell inequality (Bell Simplest [6]): 
( , ) ( , ) ( , )P H H P H H P H V              (6.16) 
If we set θ →θ/2 in PMF (6.11-12), that is, redefine θa,b = θ, we get the same PMF (6.13-14). 
It just means that the period of PMF (6.11-12) is half of that of PMF (6.13-14).  
From (6.9) and (6.13), for (a, b) = (1, 2) = (θ, 0) we have the following density matrix: 
   2 2
1 1
( ) cos | | | | sin | | | |
2 2 2 2
HH HH VV VV HV HV VH VH
 
 
   
                 
   
  (6.17) 
It leads to following QE, IR, IL and the polarization bias β, as shown in Fig (6.1): 
S (θ) = 2 2 2 2
1 1
cos ln cos sin ln sin
2 2 2 2 2 2
             
          
          
  (red)  (6.18)  
iR(θ)  = 
2 2cos sin
2 2
2 21 1cos sin
2 2 2 2
 
 
   
   
         
      
      
   (blue)   (6.19) 
iL(θ)  = 1 − iR(θ)         (black)  (6.20) 
           β(θ) ≜ [cos2(θ/2) – sin2 (θ/2)]2 = cos2 (θ), same as (4.8)  (orange)  
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 Fig. 6.1: QE, IR, IL and β (red, blue, black, orange) against θ (DESMOS 6.1) 
Here are the IR and IL for three representative relative polarization angles (0, π/3, π/2):  
     Retrievable (blue): 0.5 =
0 /3 /2
1 0.25 0( ) ( ) 0.285 ( )qR qR qR
    
    
  
     = 0.25 (Min)    (6.21) 
     Lost (black):           0.5 = 0 /3 /2( ) ( ) 0.715 ( )qL qL qL            = 0.75  (Max)   (6.22) 
At θ = π/2 (no bias), the state is an m = 2 MMS with the following basis vectors:   
|00〉 = |HH′ 〉, |01〉 = |HV′〉, |10〉 = |VH′〉, |11〉 = |VH′〉      (6.23) 
Here we want to make four important commentaries.  
(6A):  From Fig 6.1 or Eq. (6.22), at least 50% info is lost by measuring a Bell state, while the 
minimal loss is 0% for the pure separable state from Eq. (5.15). This characterizes the 
unescapable loss the minimal entanglement info (MEI), associated with the gain of the Minimal 
Entanglement Entropy (MEE) for a Bell state:  
 MEE (Bell) ≜ min S (Bell) = ln 2,  max iR (Bell) = e−ln2 = ½   (6.24) 
 MEI (Bell) ≜ min iL (Bell) = 1 – max iR (Bell) = 1 – e−ln2 = ½   (6.25) 
(6B): A pair of photons cannot be measured in three different settings, thus using counts of 3-
outcome events like N (H∧H′∧H″) in deriving (6.16) (see App C or Bell Simplest [6]) is illegal 
by quantum mechanics, although it is allowed mathematically by set theory. 
(6C): To verify Bell’s inequality (6.16), Alice and Bob must exchange their data. Otherwise, 
from the joint PMF (6.11-12), Bob can only find his photon in a MMS with entropy ln2: 
{ , }
1
( | ) ( , | )
2
A
B A B
H V
P H P H

  
 
     ,  
1
( | )
2
B BP V         (6.26) 
Same is true for Alice. The total entropy now is maximal (2ln2). As in Eq. (6.8) and (3.21), it 
has 2 bits of Shannon classical entropy for tossing 2 fair coins, has lost all original MQI 
(interference, entanglement and polarization bias). The extra lost info is the quantum info related 
to polarization bias angle θ, associated with the following extra quantum entropy gain: 
ΔS (θ) = 2ln2 – S (θ) ≥ 0         (6.27) 
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where S (θ) is given by Eq. (6.18). The extra entropy gain in Eq. (6.8) is just an extreme case: 
ΔS (0) = 2ln2 – S (0) = ln2 (the maximal extra quantum entropy gain)    (6.28) 
With both photons in MMS, the Bell inequality (6.16) would never be violated: 
( , ) 1/ 4 ( , ) ( , ) 1/ 2P H H P H H P H V              (6.29) 
However, if observers have their data stored, they can exchange their data afterwards, thus 
recover the lost info and remove the extra entropy gain, decreasing the total entropy to S(θ). 
(6D): How entropy can be decreasing? The dilemma reminds us of the recoverable info in 
delayed choice. In the experiment of Kim et al [7], Bob has to get Alice’s data (which way or 
both way of the idler photon) to sort his already registered data (of the signal photon), otherwise 
the info about the quantum interference is lost. In the experiment of Ma et al [8], Alice and Bob 
have to get Victor’s choice and his results, to sort their already recorded data, otherwise the 
quantum info about their two photons (entangled or separable) is lost.  
It seems that, by sharing recorded knowledge, “the intervention of intelligent beings” (Szilard 
1929 [9]) could remove certain quantum entropy. We might want to call such removable entropy 
the “virtual quantum entropy” (VQE), which may offer a new way to resolve the EPR paradox 
[10] in Bell tests: without removing VQE, the Bell inequality is valid, there is no “spooky 
action”; after removing VQE, the Bell inequality is violated, but data exchange can’t go faster 
than light, so there is no “spooky action” either! 
 
7. Quantum Teleportation and Biseparable Tripartite Systems 
 
The biseparable states of three qubits are widely used in quantum teleportation.  
 
 
Left: U3 rotates q[0] to |ψB  of (7.1); H 
& CX entangle q[1] and q[2] to |+CD          
Middle: CX & H swap entanglement. 
Right: CZ & CX rotate photon D (q[2]) 
according to q[0] and q[1], as in (7.3) 
a).  Quantum teleportation across the Danube river 
(QT Danube[2]) 
b). A modified teleportion circuit by 
using IBM QC   
Fig. 7.1: Quantum teleportation: an experiment and a quantum circuit 
Assume that Alice and Bob share a pair of photons C and D (c and d in the Fig. 7.1a), entangled 
in Bell state |+CD, and Alice has her own photon B rotated to the following state (Fig. 7.1b): 
|ψB = | 0 |1B B    , |α|
2 + |β|2 = 1       (7.1) 
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This state is to be teleported.  Before swapping, Alice has two photons (B and C, as b and c in the 
Fig. 7.1), while Bob has one photon D (as d in the Fig. 7.1). The state of the three photons is 
given by a separable pure state (Wiki QT) in the product Hilbert space H 8: 
   
1
| | | 0 | 0 |1 |1 | 0 |1
2
CD B C D C D B B  
                    (7.2) 
Then photon C and B are transformed to the four Bell states by unitary transformation, forcing 
photon D to carry correspondingly rotated states from photon B (Wiki QT): 
1
| | | ( | 0 |1 ) | ( | 0 |1 )
2
CD B CB D D CB D D    
                     
| ( | 0 |1 ) | ( | 0 |1 )CB D D CB D D   
                    (7.3) 
At this time, because the transformation is unitary, we still have a pure state, and the information 
is conserved. Then Alice uses two sets of devices to measure photons C and B, deciding which 
Bell state they are in. Based on the result, Alice sends Bob 2 bits of information in a classical 
way, telling him how to rotate the state of photon D (Wiki QT, QT Danube [2]).  
Now what is the QE and IR after Alice’s measurements? Alice, only acting on photon C and B, 
gets the following density matrix in the 4-d Hilbert space H 4 for her part:  
,
1
| | | | | | | |
4
CB Bell CB CB CB CB
                           (7.4) 
Since the 4 Bell states form a complete set of orthogonal vectors, density matrix CB,Bell describes 
a maximal mixed state (MMS) for m = 2 as in Eq. (3.17): 
  
4
1
1 1 1 3
( ) ln ln 4 2ln 2, ( ) ,
4 4 4 4
CB CB
i
S iR S iL

           (7.5) 
Hence, the entropy gain and the info loss are both maximal. According to Eq. (3.21), by each 
measurement, Alice will obtain 2 bits of classical info, describing which Bell she gets. 
After Alice’s measurement, photon D becomes one of the four pure states as shown in Eq. (7.3). 
Then Bob, by using Alice’s 2 bits message, rotates (a unitary transformation!) his photon D to 
recover the state in Eq. (7.1). Without doing any measurement, Bob’s qubit is always in a pure 
state, hence the total entropy, IR and IL are the same as in Eq. (7.5) 
Now assume that Alice fails to tell Bob her data promptly, so Bob does not know how to rotate 
his photon properly in time. Can he use Alice’s record lately? Unfortunately, it might be a 
mission impossible: unlike Allice, who can easily record the 2-bits classical info for each her 
photon and keep them forever, Bob’s hands are tied theoretically by the “No-cloning theorem” 
and practically by the limitation of current quantum memory in size and stability (see timeline of 
quantum computing). Once again, we see the vital importance of classical communication in 
bipartite quantum experiments. 
 
8. Measurements of Three or More Entangled Qubits 
There are two important non-biseparable classes of 3-q entanglement states. 
Class 1. A GHZ (Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger) state [GHZ] of three qubits is given by  
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 3
1
| | 000 |111
2
GHZ              (8.1) 
It is a pure state, having zero QE. The Hilbert space is 8-dimensional. After measuring one qubit 
in CB, its reduced density matrix, entropy and IR can be found as: 
,12 3 3
1 1
Tr Tr (| 000 |111 )( 000 | | 111|) (| 00 00 | |11 11|)
2 2
GHZ GHZ              (8.2) 
ln2
,12 ,12 ,12( ) ln 2 0.6931, ( ) 1/ 2 ( )GHZ GHZ GHZS iR S e iL S
         (8.3) 
Class 2. A W state [WS] of three qubits is given by  
3
1
| (| 001 | 010 |100 )
3
W              (8.4) 
It is also a pure state. After measuring one qubit in CB, its reduced density matrix reads: 
,12 3TrW W   = ⅓ 3Tr (| 001 | 010 |100 )( 001| 010 | 100 |)           
= ⅓ (| 00 00 | | 01 01| | 01 10 | |10 01| |10 10 |)          
= ⅓  | 01 01| | 01 10 | |10 01| |10 10 |       + ⅓ | 00 00 |  
=
2 1
| | | 00 00 |
3 3
                   (8.5) 
Here |+ is one of the four maximally entangled Bell states, as shown in Eq. (5.3): 
1
| (| 01 |10 ), 00 | 0
2
                                   (8.6)  
The QE and IR of the mixed state in Eq. (8.5) is given by: 
,12 ,122/3
2 2 1 1 3
( ) ln ln ln 0.6365 ln 2 0.6931 ( )
3 3 3 3 2
W GHZS S 
 
        
 
 (8.7) 
2/3
,12 ,12 ,12( ) 2 / 3 0.5291, ( ) 0.4709 0.5 ( )W W GHZiR S iL S iR S        (8.8) 
Thus, after a measurement, W3 contains more information than GHZ3. Besides, if we measure 
one of the subsystems of the GHZ3 in such a way that the measurement distinguishes between the 
states 0 and 1, then we get either |00 or |11, both are separable pure states:  
3 3 1 2 3 3 1 2
1 1
0 | | 0 | 0 , 1| |1 |1
2 2
GHZ GHZ                  (8.9) 
Contrasting to the GHZ3 state, W3 state has a chance to keep a maximal entangled pair, if we 
measure one of its subsystems (3q Entangle [1]) and distinguish the resulted states:
3 3 3 3 1 2
1 2 1
0 | (| 01 |10 ) | , 1| |  0 | 0
3
  
3 3
 W W                   (8.10) 
After the one-qubit measurement, W3 can have 2/3 chance to be an entangled pair, while GHZ3 
can have only separable pairs, thus W3 state will have less entropy gain, higher retrievability and 
less loss of entanglement information as shown in Eq. (8.7-8). This explains why W3 states are 
more robust than the GHZ3 states. By the way, both 3-q states can be created and tested by using 
IBM QC, as shown in Fig. (8.1.a) and (8.1.b) 
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a). A typical 3-q GHZ circuit  
 
c).  QE (red), IR(blue) and IL(black) of Wm 
state against q-number m (Desmos8.1) 
 
b).   A modified  3-q W stte circuit 
Fig 8.1: ILC for GHZ3 and W3 states; QE, IR and IL of Wm states  
The GHZ and W states can be easily extended to systems of m entangled particles (m > 2): 
 
1
| | 0 |1
2
m m
mGHZ
              (8.11) 
1
| (|100...0 | 010...0 | 00...01 )mW
m
                       (8.12) 
Similar to the 3-qubits cases, after measuring first qubit in CB, we have for GHZ state: 
( 1) ( 1)
1 1
1 1
0 | | 0 , 1| |1
2 2
m m
m MGHZ GHZ
                 (8.13) 
The corresponding density matrix, QE, IR and IL are independent of m: 
  
( 1) ( 1)
, 1 1 ,
1 1
Tr | 0 0 | |1 1|
2 2
m m
GHZ m GHZ m 
   
               (8.14) 
ln2
, 1 , 1 , 1( ) ln 2 0.6931, ( ) 1/ 2 ( )GHZ m GHZ m GHZ mS iR S e iL S

         (8.15) 
As for the W state, it has a chance to keep entanglements after measuring first qubit:  
( 1)
1 1 1  
1 1
0 | | , 1|  | 0 mm m m
m
W W W
m m
 


             (8.16) 
The corresponding density matrix, QE, IR and IL are (m > 2): 
  
( 1) ( 1)
, 1 1 , 1 1
1 1
Tr | | | 0 0 |m mW m W m m m
m
W W
m M
       

                  (8.17) 
, 1 1 1/
1 1 1 1
( ) ln ln ln
( 1)
W m m
m m m
S
m m m m m
  
 
   

    (8.18) 
1 11 1
, 1 , 1
1 1
( ) ( 1) , ( ) 1 ( 1)S m mW m W miR S e m iL S m
m m
 
          (8.19) 
When m increases, the S and IL of GHZm state keep unchanged as in Eq. (8.15), while the S and 
IL of Wm state decrease and approach to 0 (like a pure state) as shown in Fig. (8.1c). The GHZm 
state (m > 2) has only one maximally entangled pair of qubits, its MEE is ln2, and its MEI is 1/2 
as in Eq. (6.24), which is completely lost by measuring any qubit in CB. Meanwhile, the Wm 
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state has m −1 maximally entangled pairs, measuring one qubit will only remove partial 
entanglement info of just one such pair. Therefore, when m increases, the GHZm state becomes 
increasingly more robust than the GHZm state. 
 
9. The Werner state and the Commen Minimal Entanglement Entropy 
So far, the initial state of all cases we have discussed is pure state. Now let us look at one simple 
(but very famous) mixed state, the 2-qubit Werner State [3] (also see §3 of Krammer Thesis 
[11]). Its density matrix can be written as: 
ρα = α | Ψ −  Ψ −| + (1 – α) I2⊗I2/4,    − 1/3 ≤ α ≤ 1.     (9.1) 
Here | Ψ − is a Bell state in Eq. (5.3), and I2 is a 2×2 identity matrix. The density matrix can be 
diagonalized, its eigenvalues are (§3 Krammer Thesis [11]): 
λ1 = λ2 = λ3 = (1 – α)/4, λ4 = (1 + 3α)/ 4.      (9.2) 
From Eq. (3.4), the QE is given by:  
Sα ≜
1 1 1 3 1 3
( ) 3 ln ln
4 4 4 4
S 
   

    
   
 
       (9.3) 
Assume that the initial state is in Bell state |Ψ − with Sb = 0 and the Werner state is the final state 
after certain irreversible operations, then IR and IL are given by Eq. (3.15) as,  
      
3(1 )/4 (1 3 )/43
0
1 1 3
( ) ( ,0)
4 4
k
k
k
iR S iR S
 

 
 

 

    
      
   
 , iL (Sα) = 1− iR(Sα)  (9.4) 
  
a). Sα (red), iR(Sα) (blue) and iL(Sα) 
(black) of Eq. (9.3-4) 
(Desmos9.1a) 
b). ∆S= SM − Sα (red), iR(SM, Sα) 
(blue) and iL(SM, Sα) (black) of Eq. 
(9.5-7) (Desmos9.1b) 
Fig. 9.1: a) From Bell to Werner; b) From Werner to MMS 
The graphs of Eq. (9.3-4) as functions of α are shown in Fig. (9.1.a). We can see that if α = 0, 
the state is a maximally mixed state, it has maximal entropy ln 4, and maximum loss 75%; at α 
= 1, the state becomes a pure Bell state with zero entropy and 100% retrievability.  
Now suppose Werner state is the initial state, and the final state is a MMS, with maximal entropy 
SM = ln 4, as in Eq. (7.5). The corresponding IR and IL for SM are: 
SM   = ln 4 = 1.386,  
ln 4( )MiR S e
 = ¼ = 0.25, iL(SM) = ¾ = 0.75  (9.8) 
Using Eq. (3.13), we obtain the comparative retrievability as shown in Fig (9.1.b): 
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3(1 )/4 (1 3 )/4
( ) 1 1 1 3
( , )
( ) 4 4 4
MS S M
M
iR S
iR S S e
iR S

 


 
   
           
   
    (9.9) 
iL(SM, Sα) = 1− iR(SM , Sα)        (9.10) 
At α = 0, both initial and final state are maximally mixed, no change in entropy, no loss of 
information; at α = 1, initial state is a pure state, final state is a MMS, the loss of information 
is maximal: iL = 1 – iR = 1 – ¼ = ¾.  
Based on both PPT (Positive Partial Transport) and Reduction Criterion, a Werner state ρα is 
separable iff α ≤ 1/3, while based on von Neumann entropy inequality (vNEI), the necessary 
condition for its separability is Sα ≥ ln 2 ≜ S (ρvNEI) or α ≤ 0.7476 (§3, Krammer Thesis [11]). 
The entropy and retrievable info for 4 characteristic α values are shown in Table 9.1. To 
understand the data in the last row, please recall that, by definition, we have:  
        S(ρb→ρM) = S(ρb→ρα) + S(ρα→ρM), iR(ρb →ρM) = iR(ρb →ρα)∙iR(ρα →ρM)   (9.11) 
α: 0 (MMS) 1/3 (PPT) 0.7476 (vNEI) 1(Bell) 
 ΔS IR ΔS IR ΔS IR ΔS IR 
ρb → ρα ln4 = 1.386 1/4 1.242 0.2887 ln2 = 0.6931 1/2 0 1 
ρα → ρM 0 1 0.144 0.866 ln2 1/2 ln 4 1/4 
ρb → ρM ln4 1/4 1.386 0.25 ln4 1/4 ln 4 1/4 
Table 9.1: Werner State: Entropy and IR at characteristic values of α 
It is interesting to note that, the Minimal Entanglement Entropy (MEE), defined in Eq. (6.25) 
for Bell tests, the MEE for GHZ state, given in Eq. (8.20), and the vNEI margin of 
separability for the Werner state in Fig. (9.1a) are all equal. So are the MEI:  
S (ρvNEI) ≜ MEE (Werner) = MEE (Bell) = MEE (GHZm) = ln 2 = 0.6971  (9.12) 
∴ MEI (ρvNEI) ≜ MEI (Werner) = MEI (Bell) = MEI (GHZm) = 1− e−ln2 = 0.5 (9.13) 
Hence, when the entangled pair of Bell, GHZ or vNEI-marginal Werner state is measured, they 
have the common minimal entanglement entropy gain ln2, associated with the equal minimal 
entanglement info loss 50%. 
 
10. Summary and Discussion 
We investigated the entropy gain and the information loss (IR) by measurements for 
miscellaneous states, pure or mixed. We witnessed that: 
  “Gain in entropy always means loss of information, and nothing more” (G. N. Lewis, 1930). 
On the other hand, we found that, if the data exchanging between the observers in Bell test (also 
in delayed choice) could recover certain quantum info, then the related quantum entropy should 
be removable: a possible paradox linked to quantum nonlocality. 
We strictly followed the Copenhagen Interpretation of measurements. Interesting topics like 
whether the lost information goes to other worlds (MWI) or to the environment at large 
(NoHide), are out of the scope of this article. 
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Appendixes 
Appendix A: Brief introduction to discrete Probability Bracket Notation (PBN [4]): 
Let us consider a Hilbert space H in quantum mechanics. The complete set of the normalized 
eigenvectors of a Hermitian operator Hˆ forms a vector basis:  
1
ˆ ˆ| | , | | , |
n
i i i i i H i j ij
i
H h I      

                       (A.1) 
A pure state | in the Hilbert space now can be expanded as: 
1 1
ˆ| | | | |
n n
H i i i i
i i
I c  
 
                             (A.2) 
It satisfies the normalization condition: 
2ˆ| | | | * | | |
,
n
H i i j j iI c c c
i j i
           = 1     (A.3) 
The average value of observing operator Hˆ is given by: 
2
1
ˆ ˆ ˆ| | | | | | * | | |
n n
i i i i i j j i i
i
H H H c h c c h
i i
   

                (A.4) 
Hence the probability of finding each ith value construct a distribution function: 
    2 2( | ) | | | | |i H i i iP c                (A.5)     
It is the realized probability mass function (PMF) from the initial pure state | with respect to 
observable Hˆ . In PBN, (A.1) is mapped to following expression: 
           
1
| ) | ), ( | ) , | ) ( |
N
i i i i j i j i i Hi
H h P P I      

     (A.6) 
It is easy to check that the total probability has a correct normalization:  
2
1 1 1
( | ) ( | | ) ( | ) ( | | | 1
n n n
H H H H H H i i H i i
i i i
P P I P P c  
  
                  (A.7)              
Here we have used Eq. (A.5) and the definition of conditional probability: 
( ) ( )
( | ) 1
( ) ( )
H i i
H i
i i
P P
P
P P
 

 
 
            (A.8) 
It is also easy to express the average value of observable Hˆ in the probability space: 
( | | ) ( | | ) ( | | ) ( | )H H H H H H i i HP H P H I P H P        
1
( | | ) ( | )
n
H i i i Hi
P h P 

   2
(A.8) (A.5) (A.4)
1 1 1
ˆ( | | |
n n n
i i H i i i i
i i i
h P h c h H 
  
            (A.9)              
Eq. (A.5) tells us that the relation between ( | )i HP   and |i   is one-to-many: 
( | ) |i iH i iP e e c
             (A.10) 
But the map from ( | )i HP   to corresponding density matrix is one-to-one: 
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| ( | ) | | |H k k H k k k k
k k
P                  (A.11) 
It is a mixed state in general, because: 
2 2
, ,
| | | | | | |H k k k j j j k k k j j j k k k H
j k j k k
                              (A.12) 
It is a pure state if
2
H H  , which is true if and only if | is an eigenstate of
ˆ , say |H   , so:  
 | |H          ( 1,  because Tr 1H   ).       (A.13)  
Since a pure state has zero quantum entropy (QE, or von Neumann entropy), while a mixed state 
has greater QE, the realization of a PMF is an irreversible process, some information is lost. It is 
useful to define the PMF-induced quantum state by using Eq. (A.5) and (A.10): 
1 1
| | ( | ) |i i
n n
i i
i i i H i
i i
e P e
    
 
                            (A.14) 
All above states will have the same measurement-realized PMF (A.5), and, except special cases 
like in (A.13), the phase factors in (A.14) are completely lost by measurements, indicating all 
information about interference is missing. 
It is important to note that, when insert some identity matrix in a probability bracket, one needs 
to pay attention that if the related conditional probability exists. For example, no electron can 
have a joint event with both definite values of spin operators ˆzS and
ˆ
zS ,  
∴ , ,
, ,
,
( ) ˆ ˆ( | )  is undefined, because [ , ] 0
( )
z x
z x z x
x
P
P S S
P
 
 

 
 


    (A.14) 
Hence inserting the identity matrix 
xS
I in the following probability bracket is illegal: 
, , , , ,( | ) ( | | ) ( | ) ( | )xz z S z x xP P I P P    

              (A.15) 
Appendix B: Proof of ( ) ( ) ( )A B A BS S S       
Let X and Y be independent random variables, the joint PMF can be written using PBN as: 
         ( , ) ( , | ) ( , | ) ( | ) ( | ) ( ) ( )X Y X Y X YP x y P x y P x y P x P y P x P y           (B.1) 
          
, ,( ) ( | ) ( , | ), ( ) ( | ) ( , | )X X Y Y X Y
x X y Y
P x P x P x y P y P y P x y
 
                     
,
| , ( , ) , | | ( ) | | ( ) |X Y X Y
x y x y
x y P x y x y x P x x y P y y                  (B.2) 
∴
( .1)
,
( ) ( ) ( ) ln{ ( ) ( )}X Y X Y
B
x y
S S P x P y P x P y        
= ( ) ln ( ) ( ) ln ( ) ( ) ( )X Y
x y
P x P x P y P y S S       QED   (B.3) 
Appendix C: The Simplest Form of Bell Inequality (Bell Simplest [6]) 
Here is the simplest form of Bell inequality based on our setting. Let us rename our three settings 
as: ( , ) ( , ), ( , ) ( , ), ( , ) ( , )a a H V b b H V c c H V      . Then, assuming there is no correlations 
between measurements by Alice and Bob, we would have following relation between counts or 
joint PMF based on three different settings: 
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∵ ( , ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )N b a N b a N b a c N b a c N b c N a c               (C.1) 
∴ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )N H H N H H H N H H V N H H N H V                   (C.2) 
( , ) ( , ) ( , )P H H P H H P H V             (C.3) 
Here we have used: ( ) ( ) ( )a a c c a c a c            (C.4) 
As mentioned in (6B): the proof is invalidated by QM, because there exists no such joint events 
like ( )H H H   or ( )H H V   when measuring one pair of photons at a time. 
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